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In this paper, we provide a representation theory for the Feynman operator calculus.
This allows us to solve the general initial-value problem and construct the Dyson
series. We show that the series is asymptotic, thus proving Dyson’s second conjec-
ture for quantum electrodynamics. In addition, we show that the expansion may be
considered exact to any finite order by producing the remainder term. This implies
that every nonperturbative solution has a perturbative expansion. Using a physical
analysis of information from experiment versus that implied by our models, we
reformulate our theory as a sum over paths. This allows us to relate our theory to
Feynman’s path integral, and to prove Dyson’s first conjecture that the divergences
are in part due to a violation of Heisenberg’s uncertainly relations. ©2002 Ameri-
can Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1425080#
I. INTRODUCTION
Following Dirac’s quantization of the electromagnetic field in 1927,1 and his relativistic elec-
tron theory in 1928,2 the equations for quantum electrodynamics~QED! were developed by
Heisenberg and Pauli3,4 in the years 1929–30~see Miller5 and Schweber6!. From the beginning,
when researchers attempted to use the straightforward and physically intuitive time-dep
perturbation expansion to compute physical observerables, a number of divergent expr
appeared. Although it was known that the same problems also existed in classical electrodyn
it was noted by Oppenheimer7 that there was a fundamental difference in the quantum problem
compared to the classical one.~Dirac8 had shown that, in the classical case, one could accoun
the problem of radiation reaction without directly dealing with the self-energy divergence by
both advanced and retarded fields and a particular limiting procedure.!
Early attempts to develop subtraction procedures for the divergent expressions wer
discouraging because they depended on both the gauge and the Lorentz frame, makin
appear ambiguous. Although the equations of QED were both Lorentz and gauge covariant
generally believed that, in a strict sense, they had no solutions expandable in powers of the
The thinking of the times was clearly expressed by Oppenheimer9 in his 1948 report to the Solvay
Conference, ‘‘If one wishes to explore these solutions, bearing in mind that certain infinite
will, in a later theory, no longer be infinite, one needs a covariant way of identifying these te
and for that, not merely the field equations themselves, but the whole method of approxim
and solution must at all stages preserve covariance.’’
The solution to the problem posed by Oppenheimer was made~independently! by
Tomonaga,10 Schwinger,11 and Feynman.12,13 ~These papers may be found in Schwinger.14! To-










































70 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 43, No. 1, January 2002 T. L. Gill and W. W. Zacharymonaga introduced what is now known as the interaction representation and showed h
approximation process could be carried out in a covariant manner. Schwinger develop
general theory and applied it to many of the important problems. Feynman took a holistic vi
physical reality in his development. He suggested that we view a physical event as occurrin
film which exposes more and more of the outcome as the film unfolds. His idea was to
directly with the solutions to the equations describing the physical system, rather than the
tions themselves. In addition to solving the problem posed by Oppenheimer, Feynman’s ap
led to a new perturbation series, which provided an easy, intuitive, and computationally s
method to study interacting particles while giving physical meaning to each term in his expa
Since Feynman’s method and approach was so different, it was not clear how it related
of Schwinger and Tomonaga. Dyson,15,16made a major contribution. Dyson realized that Feynm
and Schwinger were both dealing with different versions of Heisenberg’sS-matrix. He then
formally introduced time-ordering and provided a unified approach by demonstrating the eq
lence of the Feynman and Schwinger–Tomonaga theories. This approach also allowed
show how the Schwinger theory could be greatly simplified and extended to all orders o
perturbation expansion. Dyson’s time-ordering idea was actually obtained from discussion
Feynman, who later explored and fully developed it into his time-ordered operator calculus17
A. Background
After the problem proposed by Oppenheimer was resolved, attitudes toward the renorm
tion program and quantum field theory could be classified into three basic groups. The first
consisted of those who were totally dissatisfied with the renormalization program. The s
group considered the renormalization program an interim step and believed that the diver
were an indication of additional physics, which could not be reached by present formulation
first two groups will not be extensively discussed in this paper. However, we can associa
names of Dirac and Landau with the first group, and Sakata and Schwinger with the secon~See
Dirac,18 Sakata,19 Schwinger,20 and also Schweber.6!
The third group was more positive, and directed its attention toward investigating the
ematical foundations of quantum field theory with the hope of providing a more orderly app
to the renormalization program~assuming that the theory proved consistent!. This direction was
clearly justified since part of the problem had been consistently blamed on a mathematica
the perturbation expansion. Indeed, the whole renormalization program critically depended
expansion of theS-matrix in powers of the coupling constant. This concern was further suppo
since attempts to use the expansion when the coupling constant was large led to mean
results. Additional unease could be attributed to the fact that, at that time, not much was a
known about the physically important cases where one was dealing with unbounded op
valued functions~distributions!.
Researchers working on the mathematical foundations of quantum electrodynamics and
tum field theory adopted the name axiomatic field theory starting in the 1950s. These rese
focused on trying to find out what could be learned about the existence of local relati
quantum field theories based on certain natural assumptions which included the postul
quantum mechanics, locality, Poincare´ invariance, and a reasonable spectrum. This approach
initiated by the work of Wightman,21 and Lehmann, Symanzik, and Zimmermann.22,23 Here, the
quantized field is interpreted mathematically as an operator-valued Schwartz distribution. E
use of the theory of distributions was a major step, which helped to partially make the t
~mathematically! sound by smoothing out the fields locally.~The recent paper by Wightman24
provides an inspired introduction to the history of Heisenberg’s early observations on the
concept and its relationship to the divergences.25!
The axiomatic approach proved very fruitful, providing the first rigorous proofs of a num
of important general results, and attracted many able researchers. The favored name t
algebraic quantum field theory. The books by Jost,26 Streater and Wightman,27 and Bogolubov and
Shirkov28 are the classics, while more recent work can be found in Haag.29 ~See also the book by
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evolved in a number of directions. One major direction is called ‘‘constructive’’ quantum
theory. Here, one focuses on attempts to directly construct solutions of various model field
ries, which either have exact~nonperturbative! solutions, or have an asymptotic perturbati
expansion which can be summed to the exact solution. In this approach, instead of formulat
theory in Minkowski space–time, one passes to imaginary time and formulates it in Eucl
space ~an idea which first appeared in Dyson15!. This leads to a formulation in terms o
‘‘Schwinger functions,’’ also known as Euclidean Green’s functions. The advantage of thi
proach is that hyperbolic equations are transformed to elliptic ones, and Gaussian kerne
which a very rich set of analytic tools has been developed, replace Feynman kernels. The
of this enterprise is truly impressive. Constructive solutions have been obtained for a num
important models. Furthermore, this approach has given us a clearer picture of the pro
associated with the rigorous construction of a relativistic quantum field theory and provided
mathematical methods. An early summary of this approach may be found in the lecture n32
while more recent progress is contained in the lecture notes,33 both edited by Velo and Wightman
~see also Refs. 34 and 6!. The books by Glimm and Jaffe35 and Simon36 give a different flavor and
point of departure.
Although a great deal of work has been done in constructive field theory over the la
years, many difficult problems still remain. For example, the appearance of difficulties wit
constructive approach to polynomial types of field theories is discussed in the paper by S37
He conjectured that thelw>4
4 theory ~ lw4 in four or more space–time dimensions! i a gener-
alized free field, wherel is the coupling constant. This theory represents a self-interacting b
field. The conjecture was proven by Aizenman and Graham38 and Fröhlich.39 Three years later,
Gawedzki and Kupiainen40 proved that, if we change the sign of the coupling constant,
solution exists~as a tempered distribution! and the perturbation expansion is asymptotic to
solution. This state of affairs led Wightman~Ref. 33, p. 1! to lament that, ‘‘We do not know
whether the lack of an existence theorem for solutions with the ‘right’ sign reflects the
existence of solutions or merely the lack of a technique to construct them.’’ Things are fu
complicated by the fact that thelw4
4 theory has a perturbative solution! This led Gallavotti41 o
suggest that constructive approaches other than the ferromagnetic lattice approximation, u
Aizenman and Graham, and Fro¨hlich, may be required.
The most well-known method for quantum field theory calculations is perturbative reno
ization theory. This approach is discussed in most standard texts on quantum field theory a
an interesting history that is best told by Wightman.42 ~The first book to include Dyson’s refor
mulation of the Feynman–Schwinger–Tomonaga theory is the classic by Jauch and Rohr43!
Early work in the perturbative approach focused on the development of different renormaliz
methods with the hope of identifying those for which rigorous mathematical methods cou
used. The methods generally consisted of two parts. First, the Green’s functions were regu
in a relativistically and gauge invariant manner28,34,42,44to yield well-defined tempered distribu
tions, even on the light cone. Then appropriate counter-terms were introduced so that, in th
when the regularization was removed, the various divergences of theS-matrix were also removed
It was found that all renormalization procedures are equivalent up to a finite renormalizatio~cf.
Refs. 42 and 34!. Today, theories are classified as ‘‘renormalizable’’ or ‘‘unrenormalizable’’
cording to whether the number of renormalizable constants is finite or infinite, respectively
Some model theories in less than four space–time dimensions considered in constructiv
theory belong to a special subclass of renormalizable theories called ‘‘super renormalizabl
which the renormalization process can be carried out without using perturbation theory.32,33,35,36
For these theories, the renormalized perturbation series can be shown to be Borel summab
exact nonperturbative solution. A nice summary of these developments was given by Glim
Jaffe.35 On the other hand, constructive models of the Gross–Neveu type are renormalizab
not super renormalizable~see Ref. 33!.
Feldmanet al.45 have studied the mathematical foundations of quantum electrodynamics
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the Euclidean formulation of QED.~The tree expansion method is an outgrowth of Wilson’46
renormalization group approach as distilled by Gallavotti41 and co-workers.! It is then shown that
QED in four ~Euclidean! dimensions is locally Borel summable. Their work is truly remarka
and represents the first~formal! proof that~Euclidean! quantum electrodynamics can be renorm
ized using gauge invariant counterterms. However, in general, it is a nontrivial problem to
from the Euclidean regime to Minkowski space. The return trip requires application o
Osterwalder–Schrader reconstruction theorem~see Ref. 32!. This theorem places conditions o
the Euclidean Green’s functions which guarantee analytic continuation back to the rea
vacuum expectation values. When these conditions are fulfilled, the Lehmann, Symanzi
Zimmermann22,23,32 reduction formulas may then be used to obtain theS-matrix. For technical
reasons, they were not able to directly apply the Osterwalder–Schrader theorem. They cou
get back to QED in Minkowski space–time by following the methods of Hepp44 and Lowenstein
and Speer.47 However, nothing could be said about the convergence properties of their seri
B. Purpose
It is clear that Dyson’s use of time ordering was the fundamental conceptual tool w
allowed him to relate the Feynman and Schwinger–Tomonaga theories. This tool has now b
a natural part of almost every branch of physics and is even used in parts of engineeri
importance to the foundations of quantum field theory led Segal48 to suggest that the identificatio
of mathematical meaning for Feynman’s time-ordered operator calculus is one of the major
lems. A number of investigators have attempted to solve this problem. Miranker and W49
showed how the Feynman ordering process could be done formally using the theory of B
algebras. Nelson50 used Banach algebras to developed a theory of ‘‘operants’’ as an alte
~formal! approach. Araki,51 motivated by the work of Fujiwara, used Banach algebras to dev
yet another formal approach.~Fujiwara52 had earlier suggested that the Feynman program coul
implemented if one used a sheet of unit operators at every point except at timet, wh re the true
operator should be placed.! Maslov53 used the idea of aT-product to formally order operators an
developed an operational theory. Another important approach to this problem via the idea
index may be found in the works of Johnson and Lapidus,54–56 see also Johnson, Lapidus, an
DeFacio.57
This paper is part of a new investigation into the physical and mathematical foundatio
relativistic quantum theory. Our overall goal is to construct a self-consistent relativistic qua
theory of particles and fields. For this paper, we have two specific objectives. Our first~and major!
objective is to construct a physically simple and computationally useful representation theo
the Feynman time-ordered operator calculus.
A correct formulation and representation theory for the Feynman time-ordered operato
culus should at least have the following desirable features:
~1! It should provide a transparent generalization of current analytic methods without sacri
the physically intuitive and computationally useful ideas of Feynman.
~2! It should provide a clear approach to some of the mathematical problems of relati
quantum theory.
~3! It should explain the connection with path integrals.
In the course of his analysis, unification, and simplification of the Feynman–Schwin
Tomonaga theory, Dyson made two important suggestions~conjectures!. The first conjecture con-
cerned the divergences in QED, while the second was concerned with the convergence
renormalized perturbation series. In addressing the problem of divergences, Dyson conje
that they may be due to an idealized conception of measurability resulting from the infin
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traced directly to the Bohr–Rosenfeld theory of measurability for field operators and, accord
Schweber,6 is an outgrowth of Dyson’s discussions with Oppenheimer.
In addressing the renormalizedS-matrix,16 Dyson suggested that it might be more reasona
to expect the expansion to be asymptotic rather than convergent and gave physical argum
support his claim. The lack of a clear mathematical framework made it impossible to form
and investigate his suggestions.
Schweber6 notes that Dyson made two other well-known conjectures. The ‘‘overlapping
vergences’’ conjecture was proved by Salam,58 Ward,59 Mills and Yang,60 and Hepp.61 Dyson’s
conjecture that a certain Feynman integral converges, necessary for showing that the ultr
divergences cancel to all orders, was proved by Weinberg.62
Our second objective is to provide proofs of the above two conjectures under general
tions that should apply to any formulation of quantum field theory which does not aba
Hamiltonian generators for unitary solution operators. The proof of the first conjecture is, to
extent expected, and is a partial vindication of our belief in the consistency of quantum el
dynamics in the sense that the ultraviolet problem is caused by an effect that is basically ‘‘sim
Such a result is partly anticipated since the effect can be made to disappear via appropriate
We also identify~special! conditions under which the renormalized perturbation series may a
ally converge. A proof of the above-mentioned conjectures is implicit in, and is one of the m
achievements of, constructive field theory for the models studied. In fact, these theories v
stronger version of the second conjecture since, as noted earlier, the renormalized pertu
series is summable to the true solution.
The work in this paper is both a generalization and simplification of earlier work63–65 that is
easier and requires the weakest known conditions. We construct a new representation
space and von Neumann algebra for the Feynman~time-ordered! operator calculus. In order to
make the theory applicable to other areas, we develop it using semigroups of contractions
Riemann integral. A contraction semigroup on a Hilbert spaceH can always be extended to
unitary group on a larger spaceH8. Thus, for quantum theory we may replace the semigroups
unitary groups and assume that our space isH8 without any loss in understanding.
The Riemann integral can be easily replaced by the operator-valued Riemann-complet
gral of Henstock66 and Kurzweil,67 which generalizes the Bochner and Pettis integrals~see Gill63!.
This integral is easier to understand~and learn! compared to the Lebesgue or Bochner integra
and provides useful variants of the same theorems that have made those integrals so im
Furthermore, it arises from a simple~transparent! generalization of the Riemann integral that w
taught in elementary calculus. Its usefulness in the construction of Feynman path integra
first shown by Henstock,68 and has been further explored in the recent book by Muldowney.69
In Sec. I D we provide a brief review of the necessary operator theory in order to mak
paper self-contained. In Sec. II we construct an infinite tensor product Hilbert space and
what we mean by time ordering. In Sec. III we construct time-ordered integrals and evo
operators and prove that they have the expected properties. In Sec. IV we define what is m
the phase ‘‘asymptotic in the sense of Poincare´’’ for operators, and use it to prove Dyson’s seco
conjecture for contraction semigroups. We then discuss conditions under which the pertur
series may be expected to converge.
In Sec. V we take a photograph of a track left by an elementary particle in a bubble cha
as a prototype to conduct a physical analysis of what is actually known from experiment
approach is used to rederive our time-ordered evolution operator as the limit of a probabilist
over paths. We use it to briefly discuss our theory in relationship to the Feynman path integr
show that it provides a general and natural definition for the path integral that is independ
measure theory and the space of continuous paths.
The results from Sec. V are applied to theS-matrix expansion in Sec. VI to provide
formulation and proof of Dyson’s first conjecture. In particular, we show that, within our for
lation, the assumption of precise time information over a particle’s trajectory introduces an in
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Also, since all renormalization procedures are equivalent, there is no loss.
C. Operator theory
In this section we establish notation and quote some results from operator theory used
paper. LetH denote a separable Hilbert space overC ~complex numbers!, B(H) the set of
bounded linear operators, andC(H) the set of closed densely defined linear operators onH.
Definition 1.0:A family of bounded linear operators$U(t,0), 0<t,`% defined onH is a
strongly continuous semigroup (or C0-semigroup)if
~1! U(0,0)5I , ~2! U(t1s,0)5U(t,0)U(s,0), and~3! limt→0 U(t,0)w5w,;wPH.
U(t,0) is a contraction semigroup in caseiU(t,0)i<1. If we replace~2! by (28) U(t,t)
5U(t,s)U(s,t), 0<t<s<t,`, then we callU(t,t) a strongly continuous evolution family.
Definition 1.2:A densely defined operatorH is said to bemaximal dissipativeif Re^Hw,w&
<0, ;wPD(H), and Ran (I 2H)5H @range of (I 2H)#.
The following results may be found in Goldstein70 or Pazy.71
Theorem 1.2:Let U(t,0) be a C0-semigroup of contraction operators onH. Then
~1! Hw5 limt→0 (U(t,0)w2w)/t exists forw in a dense set.
~2! R(z,H)5(zI2H)21 exists for z.0 and iR(z, H)i< 1/z.
Theorem 1.3: Suppose H is a maximal dissipative operator. Then H generates a un
C0-semigroup$U(t,0)u0<t,`% of contraction operators onH.
Theorem 1.4: If H is densely defined with both H and H* dissipative, then H is maxima
dissipative.
II. INFINITE TENSOR PRODUCT VON NEUMANN ALGEBRAS
In this section we define time-ordered operators and construct the representation space
will be used in Sec. III to develop our theory of time-ordered integrals and evolution opera
Much of the material in this section was developed by von Neumann72 for other purposes, but is
perfectly suited for our program. In order to see how natural our approach is
H^ 5 ^̂ sH(s)denote the infinite tensor product Hilbert space of von Neumann, whereH(s)5H
for sP@a,b# and ^̂ denotes closure. IfB(H^ ) is the set of bounded operators onH^ , define
B(H(t)),B(H^ ) by
B~H~ t !!5$H~ t !uH~ t !5 ^̂ a>s.tI s^ H~ t ! ^ ~ ^ t.s>2aI s!,;H~ t !PB~H!%, ~2.1a!
whereI s denotes an identity operator, and letB
#(H^ ) be the uniform closure of the von Neuman
algebra generated by the family$B(H(t)),utPE%. If the family $H(t)utPE% is in B(H), then the
corresponding operators$H(t)utPE%PB#(H^ )commute when acting at different times:tÞs⇒
H~ t !H~s!5H~s!H~ t !. ~2.1b!
Definition 2.0:The smallest spaceFD^ #H^ which leaves the family$H(t)utPE% invariant
is called a Feynman–Dyson space for the family.~This is the film.!
We need the following results about operators onH^ .
Theorem 2.1: @von Neumann~Ref. 72!# The mappingTu
t : B(H)→B(H(t)) is an isometric
isomorphism of algebras. ~We callTu
t the time-ordering morphism.!
Definition 2.2: The vectorF5 ^ sfs is said to be equivalent toC5 ^ scs and we writeF
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at most a countable number of terms are different from zero.
Let HF5cl$CuC5( i 51n C i ,C i'F, nPN% ~closure!, FPH^ , and letPF denote the pro-
jection fromH^ ontoHF . The spaceHF is known as theincomplete tensor product generated b
F. The details on incomplete tensor product spaces as well as proofs of the next two theorem
be found in von Neumann.72
Theorem 2.3:The above-defined relation is an equivalence relation onH^ and
~1! if C is not equivalent toF, thenHFùHC5$0% (i.e., HF'HC!;
~2! if csÞfs occurs for at most a finite number of s, thenF5 ^ sfs'C5 ^ scs ;
~3! if TPB#(H^ ), thenPFT5TPF so thatPFTPB#(HF).
The second condition in Theorem 2.3 implies that, for each fixedF5 ^ sfs , there is an
uncountable number ofC5 ^ scs equivalent toF, while the third condition implies that ever
bounded linear operator onH^ restricts to a bounded linear operator onHF for eachF.
We can now construct our filmFD^ . Let $ei u iPN% denote an arbitrary ordered comple
orthonormal basis~c.o.b! for H. For eachtPE,iPN, let eti5ei , Ei5 ^ tPEeti , and defineFDi to
be the incomplete tensor product generated by the vectorEi . SettingFD^ 5 % i 51` FDi , it will be
clear in Sec. III thatFD^ is ~one of an infinite number of! the natural representation space~s! for
Feynman’s time-ordered operator theory. It should be noted thatFD^ is a nonseparable Hilber
~space! bundle over@a,b#. However, it is not hard to see that each fiber is isomorphic toH.
In order to facilitate the proofs in Sec. III, we need an explicit basis for eachFDi . To
construct it, fixi and let f i denote the set of all functions$ j (t)utPE% mappingE→Nø$0% such
that j (t) is zero for all but a finite number oft. Let I ( j )5$ j (t)utPE% denote the functionj and
setEI ( j )
i 5 ^ tPEet, j (t)
i with et,0
i 5ei and j (t)5k⇒et,ki 5ek.
Theorem 2.4:The set$EI ( j )
i uI ( j )P f i% is a (c.o.b) for eachFDi .
For eachF i ,C iPFi , setaI ( j )
i 5^F i ,EI ( j )
i &, bI ( j )
i 5^C i ,EI ( j )
i &, so that
F i5 (
I ( j )PFi
aI ( j )
i EI ( j )
i ,C i5 (
I ( j )PFi
bI ( j )
i EI ( j )
i and ^F i ,C i&5 (
I ( j )PFi
aI ( j )
i b̄I (k)








^et,I ( j )
i ,et,I (k)
i &50,
unlessj (t)5k(t), ;tPE, so that
^F i ,C i&5 (
I ( j )PFi
aI ( j )
i b̄I ( j )
i .
We need the notion of an exchange operator.~Theorem 2.6 is in Ref. 63.!
Definition 2.5: An exchange operatorE@ t,t8# is a linear map defined for pairs t,t8P@a,b#
such that:
~1! E@ t,t8#:B(H(t))→B(H(t8)) onto,
~2! E@ t,s#E@s,t8#5E@ t,t8#,
~3! E@ t,t8#E@ t8,t#51,
~4! if sÞt,t8, thenE@ t,t8#H(s)5H(s),;H(s)PB(H(s)).
Theorem 2.6:
~1! E@•,•# exists and is a Banach algebra isomorphism onB#(H^ ).
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In this section we construct time-ordered integrals and evolution operators for a fixed f
$H(t)utPE%,C(H) of generators of contraction semigroups onH. We assume that, for eacht,
H(t) and H* (t) are dissipative~so that the family is maximal dissipative for eacht!. In the
following discussion we adopt the notation:~e.o.v.!: ‘‘except for at most ones value;’’ ~e.f.n.v.!
‘‘except for an at most finite number ofs values;’’ and~a.s.c.!: ‘‘almost surely and the exceptiona
set is at most countable.’’
The s value referred to is in our fixed intervalE.
For the given family$H(t)utPE%,C(H), define exp$tH(t)% by
exp$tH~ t !%5 ^̂
sP[b,t)
I s^ ~exp$tH~ t !%! ^ ~ ^
sP(t,a]
I s!, ~3.1!
and setHz(t)5zH(t)R(z,H(t)), z.0, whereR(z,H(t))5(zI^ 2H(t))
21 is the resolvent of
H(t). It is known that Hz(t) generates a uniformly bounded contraction semigroup
limz→`Hz(t)f5H(t)f for fPD(H(t)).
Theorem 3.1: Suppose for each t, $H(t)utPE%,C(H) generates a strongly continuou
contraction semigroup onH. ThenH(t)Hz(t)F5Hz(t)H(t)F,FPD,~where D denotes the do
main of the family$H(t)utPE%!, and
~1! The family$Hz(t)utPE% generates a uniformly bounded contraction semigroup onFD^ for
each t andlimz→`Hz(t)F5H(t)F,FPD.
~2! The family$H(t)utPE%,C(H^ ) generates a strongly continuous contraction semigroup
FD^ ~so that$H(t)utPE%,C(FD^ )!.
Proof: The proof of~1! is standard. Note thatHz(t)5z
2R(z,H(t))2zI^ and iR(z,H(t))i ^
<1/z, soiexp$sHz(t)%i ^ 5iexp$2sz%exp$sz2R(z,H(t))%i ^<1. Now recall that limz→`
$zR(z,H(t))F%5F,FPFD^ , so that, for FPD, we have that limz→`Hz(t)F
5 limz→`$zH(t)R(z,H(t))F%5 limz→`$zR(z,H(t))%H(t)F5H(t)F.







Using the uniform property of the~Hilbert space! tensor product norm, it is easy to see th
exp$tH(t)% is a contraction semigroup.
To prove strong continuity, we need to identify a dense core for the family$H(t)ut











i PD~H~s!!,sPEJ . ~3.3!
It is clear thatD1 is a dense core inH^ , soD05D1ùFD^ is a dense core inFD^ . Using




I ( j )
aI ( j )








then, since (exp$tH(t)%2I ^ ) is invariant onFDi and I ^ is the identity onFD^ , we have
^~exp$tH~ t !%2I ^ !F,C&5(
i
(
I ( j )
(
I (k)
aI ( j )
i b̄I (k)
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i &^~exp$tH~ t !%2I !et, j (t)
i ,et,k(t)
i &
5^~exp$tH~ t !%2I !et, j (t)
i ,et, j (t)
i &~e.o.v.!
5^~exp$tH~ t !%2I !ei ,ei&~e.f.n.v.!, ~3.4b!




I ( j )
aI ( j )
i b̄I ( j )
i ^~exp$tH~ t !%2I !ei ,ei&~a.s.c.!. ~3.4c!
Since all sums are finite, we have
lim
t→0
^~exp$tH~ t !%2I ^ !F,C&5(
i
(
I ( j )
aI ( j )
i b̄I ( j )
i H limt→0^~exp$tH~ t !%2I !ei ,ei& J 50~a.s.c.!.
~3.4d!
The if and only if part is now clear. Since exp$tH(t)% is bounded onH^ and the above-
mentioned limit exists onD0 ~which is dense inFD^ !, we see that exp$tH(t)% extends to a
contraction semigroup onFD^ . Now use the fact that, if a bounded semigroup converges we
to the identity, it converges strongly~see Pazy,71 p. 44!.
We now assume that the family$H(t)utPE%,C(H) has a weak Riemann integralQ
5*a
bH(t)dtPC(H). It follows that the family$Hz(t)utPE%,B(H) also has a weak Rieman
integral Qz5*a
bHz(t)dtPB(H). Let Pn be a sequence of partitions~of E! so that the mesh
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Note:The form of~3.5! is quite general sinceDQz can be replaced by other terms which al
give a true relationship. For example, it is easy to show that the family$Hz(t)utPE% is weakly
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This result leads to~3.5!.
Theorem 3.3 „second fundamental theorem for time-ordered integrals…: If the family
$Hz(t)utPE% has a weak Riemann (Riemann-complete) integral, then
~1! the family$Hz(t)utPE%,B#(FD^ ) has a weak Riemann (Riemann-complete) integra.







then the family$Hz(t)utPE% has a strong integralQz@ t,a#5*a
t Hz(s)ds which generates a uni
formly continuous contraction semigroup onFD^ .
Notes:
~1! It is sufficient that suptPEu*a
t (iHz(s)Ei i22u^Hz(s)Ei ,Ei&u2)dsu,` for eachi .
~2! Condition ~3.6! is satisfied ifiHz(s)Ei i2 is Lebesgue integrable for eachi . In this case, we
replace the Riemann integral by the Riemann-complete integral.
~3! In general, the family$Hz(t)utPE% need not be a Bochner or Pettis integral, as it is
required thatiHz(t)Fi ,^Hz(t)F,F& be ~square! Lebesgue integrable. It is possible th
*a
biHz(t)Fi2dt5` and*a
bu^Hz(t)F,F&u2dt5`, while ~3.6! is zero.
For example, letf (t) be any nonabsolutely~square! integrable function and setHz(t)
5 f (t)I ^ . Then the above-mentioned possibility holds while*a
t (iHz(s)Fi2
2u^Hz(s)F,F&u2)ds[0 for all t in E.
Proof: The proof of~1! is easy and follows from~3.5!. To see that~3.6! makesQz a strong
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This can be rewritten as
s
for
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2~ iHz~sk!ei i22u^Hz~sk!ei ,ei&u2!J ~a.s.c.!.
~3.8!










~ iHz~s!ei i22u^Hz~s!ei ,ei&u2!dsU,
where M is a constant andmn is the mesh ofPn , with mn→0 as n→`. Now note that
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~ iHz~ t !Ei i22u^Hz~ t !Ei ,Ei&u2!dsU.J
~a.s.c.!.
Thus,Qz,nF converges strongly toQzF on D0 and hence has a strong limit onFD^ . To show
that Qz@ t,a# generates a uniformly continuous contraction, it suffices to show thatQz@ t,a# and





I ( j )
K
aI ( j )
i b̄I ( j )
i ^Qze
i ,ei&~a.s.c.!
and, sinceQz,n@ t,a# is disspative for eachn, we have
^Qz@ t,a#e
i ,ei&5^Qz,n@ t,a#e
i ,ei&1^@Qz@ t,a#2Qz,n@ t,a##e
i ,ei&<^@Qz@ t,a#2Qz,n@ t,a##e
i ,ei&.
Letting n→`, we get^Qz@ t,a#ei ,ei&<0, so that̂ Qz@ t,a#F,F&<0. The same argument applie
to Qz* @ t,a#. Since Qz@ t,a# is dissipative and densely defined, it has a~bounded! dissipative
closure onFD^ .
It should be noted that the theorem is still true if we allow the approximating sums
condition ~3.6! to diverge but at an order less thanmn
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80 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 43, No. 1, January 2002 T. L. Gill and W. W. Zacharyin either of the above cases. This representation makes it easy to prove the next theorem
Theorem 3.4:
~1! Qz@ t,s#1Qz@s,a#5Qz@ t,a#(a.s.c.),
~2! s2 limh→0 (Qz@ t1h,a#2Qz@ t,a#)/h5s2 limh→0 (Qz@ t1h,t#)/h5Hz(t)(a.s.c.),
~3! s2 limh→0 Qz@ t1h,t#50 (a.s.c.),
~4! s2 limh→0 exp$tQz@ t1h,t#%5I ^ (a.s.c.),t>0.
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i u2u^Qz@ t,a#ei ,ei&u25iQz@ t,a#Fi ^
2 ~a.s.c.!.
To prove~2!, use~1! to getQz@ t1h,a#2Qz@ t,a#5Qz@ t1h,t#(a.s.c.), so that
lim
h→0







I ( j )
K
uaI ( j )
i u2 lim
h→0
U K Qz@ t1h,t#h ei ,ei L U25iHz~ t !Fi ^2 ~a.s.c.!.
The proof of~3! follows from ~2!, and the proof of~4! follows from ~3!.
Theorem 3.5:Suppose thatlimz→`^Qz@ t,a#f,c&5^Q@ t,a#f,c& exists forf in a dense set
;cPH (weak convergence). Then:
~1! Q@ t,a# generates a strongly continuous contraction semigroup onH,
~2! limz→` Qz@ t,a#F5Q@ t,a#F for FPD0 andQ@ t,a# is the generator of a strongly continuou
contraction semigroup onFD^ ,
~3! Q@ t,s#1Q@s,a#5Q@ t,a#(a.s.c.),
~4! limh→0 @(Q@ t1h,a#2Q@ t,a#)/h#F5 limh→0 @(Q@ t1h,t#)/h#F5H(t)F (a.s.c.),
~5! limh→0 Q@ t1h,t#F50 (a.s.c.), and
~6! limh→0 exp$tQ@ t1h,t#%F5F(a.s.c.), t>0.
Proof: The proofs are easy. For~1!, first note thatQ@ t,a# is closable and usêQ@ t,a#f,f&
5^Qz@ t,a#f,f&1^@Q@ t,a#2Qz@ t,a##f,f&<^@Q@ t,a#2Qz@ t,a##f,f& and letz→`. Then do
likewise for ^f,Q* @ t,a#f& to get thatQ@ t,a# is maximal dissipative. To prove~2!, use~3.9! in
the form





I ( j ))
K
uaI ( j )
i u2u^@Qz@ t,a#2Qz8@ t,a##e
i ,ei&u2 ~a.s.c.!.
This proves thatQz@ t,a#→
s
Q@ t,a#. Since Q@ t,a# is densely defined, it is closable. The sam
method as above shows that it is maximal dissipative. Proofs of the other results follo
methods of the previous theorem.
Since Q@ t,a# and Qz@ t,a# generate contraction semigroups, setU@ t,a#5exp$Q@ t,a#%,
Uz@ t,a#5exp$Qz@ t,a#%, for tPE. They are evolution operators and the following theorem i
slight modification of a result due to Hille and Phillips,74 known as the second exponenti
formula.
Theorem 3.6: If Q8@ t,a#5wQ@ t,a# is the generator of a strongly continuous contractio
semigroup, andUw@ t,a#5exp$wQ@ t,a#%, then, for each n andFPD@(Q@ t,a#)n11#, we have
(where w is a parameter)









~w2j!nQ@ t,a#n11Uj@ t,a#djJ F. ~3.10!
Proof: The proof is easy. Start with@Uz
w@ t,a#F2I ^ #F5*0
wQz@ t,a#Uz
j@ t,a#djF and use
integration by parts to get that
@Uz






It is clear how to get thenth term. Finally, letz→` to get ~3.10!.
Theorem 3.7.If a,t,b,
~1! limz→`Uz@ t,a#F5U@ t,a#F, FPFD^ ,
~2! ]/]t Uz@ t,a#F5Hz(t)Uz@ t,a#F5Uz@ t,a#Hz(t)F, FPFD^ , and
~3! ]/]t U@ t,a#F5H(t)U@ t,a#F5U@ t,a#H(t)F, FPD(Q@b,a#).D0 .








s~esQ[ t,a]e(12s)Qz[ t,a] !~Q@ t,a#2Qz@ t,a# !F ds,
so that
iU@ t,a#F2Uz@ t,a#Fi<iQ@ t,a#F2Qz@ t,a#Fi .
To prove~2!, use
Uz@ t1h,a#2Uz@ t,a#5Uz@ t,a#~Uz@ t1h,t#2I !5~Uz@ t1h,t#2I !Uz@ t,a#,
so that,







t 5Uz@ t,a#F and use~3.10! with n51 andw51 to get:
Uz@ t1h,t#Fz
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To prove ~3!, note that Hz(t)F5H(t)$zR(z,H(t))%F5$zR(z,H(t))%H(t)F, so that
$zR(z,H(t))% commutes withU@ t,a# andH(t). Now show that
iHz~ t !Uz@ t,a#F2Hz8~ t !Uz8@ t,a#Fi<i@Uz@ t,a#F2Uz8@ t,a##H~ t !Fi1i@zR~z,H~ t !!F
2z8R~z8,H~ t !!#H~ t !Fi→0, z,z8→`,
so that, for




The previous theorems form the core of our approach to the Feynman operator calculu
theory applies to both hyperbolic and parabolic equations. In the conventional approach, the
cases require different methods~see Pazy71!. It is not hard to show that the requirements impos
in these cases are stronger than~our condition of! weak integral. This will be discussed in a lat
paper devoted to the general problem on Banach spaces.
IV. PERTURBATION THEORY
Definition 4.1:The evolution operatorUw@ t,a#5exp$wQ@ t,a#% is said to beasymptotic in the








k! J Fa5Q@ t,a#n11~n11!! Fa . ~4.1!
This is the operator version of an asymptotic expansion in the classical sense, but hereQ@ t,a# is
an unbounded operator.
As noted earlier, Dyson16 analyzed the~renormalized! perturbation expansion for quantum
electrodynamics and suggested that it actually diverges. He concluded that we could, at bes
that the series is asymptotic. His arguments were based on~not completely convincing! physical
considerations, but no precise formulation of the problem was possible at that time. Howev
calculations of Hurst,75 Thirring,76 Peterman,77 and Jaffe78 for specific models all support Dyson’
contention that the renormalized perturbation series diverges. In his recent book79 ~pp. 13–16!,
Dyson’s views on the perturbation series and renormalization are reiterated: ‘‘... in spite of a
successes of the new physics, the two questions that defeated me in 1951 remain unsolved
he is referring to the question of mathematical consistency for the whole renormalization pro
and our ability to~reliably! calculate nuclear processes in quantum chromodynamics.~For other
details and references to additional works, see Schweber,6,80 Wightman,81 and Zinn-Justin.82!
The general construction of a physically simple and mathematically satisfactory formu
of quantum electrodynamics is still an open problem. The next theorem establishes D
~second! conjecture under conditions that would apply to any~future! theory that does not requir
a radical departure from the present foundations of quantum theory~unitary solution operators!. It
also applies to the renormalized expansions in some areas of condensed matter physics w
solution operators are contraction semigroups.
Theorem 4.2:Suppose the conditions for Theorem 3.5 are satisfied. Then:
~1! Uw@ t,a#5exp$wQ@ t,a#% is asymptotic in the sense of Poincare´.
















































~w2j!nQ@ t,a#n11Uj@ t,a#djJ F,
so that












~w2j!ndj Uj@ t,a#Q@ t,a#n11Fa .









j@ t,a##%Q@ t,a#n11Fa .
Now, expand the termUz
j@ t,a# in a two-term Taylor series about zero to get
Uz
j@ t,a#5I ^ 1jQz@ t,a#1Rz
j .
Put the above inI , compute the elementary integrals showing that only theI ^ term gives a






dj~w2j!nUj@ t,a#Q@ t,a#n11Fa5Q@ t,a#
n11Fa .
This proves thatU@ t,a#5exp$Q@ t,a#% is asymptotic in the sense of Poincare´. To prove~4.2!,
let FaPD@(Q@ t,a#)
















Letting z→` gives the result.
Our conditions are very weak. For example, the recent work of Tang and Li84 required that
iH(t)i be Lebesgue integrable.
There are well-known special cases in which the perturbation series may actually conve
the solution. This can happen, for example, if the generator is bounded or if it is analytic in
sector. More generally, when the generator is of the formH(t)5H0(t)1H i(t), whereH0(t) is
analytic andH i(t) is some reasonable perturbation, which need not be bounded, there are
tions that allow the interaction representation to have a convergent Dyson expansion. These
can be formulated and proven in our formalism. However, the proofs are essentially the sa
in the standard case so we will present them in a later paper devoted to the operator calc













































84 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 43, No. 1, January 2002 T. L. Gill and W. W. ZacharyThere are also cases where the~r normalized! series may diverge, but still respond to som
summability method. This phenomenon is well-known in classical analysis. In field theory, t
can be much more complicated. A good discussion, with references, can be found in the rev
Wightman81 and the book by Glimm and Jaffe.35
V. SUM OVER PATHS
In this section we first review and make a distinction between what is actually known
what we think we know about the foundations for our physical view of the micro-world.
objective is to provide the background for a number of physically motivated postulates that w
used to develop a theory of measurement for the micro-world~sufficient for our purposes!. This
will allow us to relate the theory of Secs. III and IV to Feynman’s sum over paths approac
prove Dyson’s second conjecture. This section differs from the previous ones in that we sh
orientation and perspective from that of mathematical physics to that of theoretical physics
In spite of the enormous successes of the physical sciences in the past century, our infor
and understanding about the micro-world is still rather meager. In the macro-world we are
comfortable with the view that physical systems evolve continuously in time and our results j
this view. Indeed, the success of continuum physics is the basis for a large part of our tec
advances in the twentieth century. On the other hand, the same view is also held at the micr
and, in this case, our position is not very secure. The ability to measure physical events co
ously in time at the micro-level must be considered a belief which, although convenient, h
place in science as ana priori constraint.
In order to establish perspective, let us consider this belief within the context of a satisfa
and well-justified theory, Brownian motion. This theory lies at the interface between the m
and the micro-worlds. Some presentations of this theory~the careful ones! make a distinction
between the mathematical and the physical foundations of Brownian motion and that distinc
important for our discussion.
When Einstein86 began his investigation of the physical issues associated with this phe
enon, he was forced to assume that physical information about the state of a Brownian p
~position, velocity, etc.! can only be known in time intervals that are large compared with the m
time between molecular collisions.~It is known that, under normal physical conditions, a Brow
ian particle receives about 1021 collisions per second.! Wiener took the mathematical step an
assumed that this mean time~between collisions! could be made zero, thus providing a mathema
cal Brownian particle. This corresponds physically to the assumption that the ratio of the m
the particle to the friction of the fluid is zero in the limit~see Wieneret al.87!.
From the physical point of view, use of Wiener’s idealization of the Einstein model was
satisfactory since it led to problems of unbounded path length and nondifferentiability at all p
The first problem is physically impossible while the second is physically unreasonable. Of c
the idealization has turned out to be quite satisfactory in areas where the information require
not be detailed, such as large parts of electrical engineering, chemistry, and the biological sc
Ornstein and Uhlenbeck88 later constructed a model that gives the Einstein view asymptotic
but, in small-time regions, is equivalent to the assumption that the particle travels a linea
between collisions. This model provides finite path length and differentiability.~The theory was
later idealized by Doob.89! What we do know is that the very nature of the liquid state impl
collective behavior among the molecules.This means that we do not know what path the parti
travels in between collisions. However, since the tools and methods of analysis require some
of continuity, some such~in between observation! assumptions must be made. It is clear that
need for these assumptions is imposed by the available mathematical structures within wh
must represent physical reality as a model.
Theoretical science concerns itself with the construction of mathematical representati
certain restricted portions of physical reality. Various trends and philosophies that are preva
the time temper these constructs. A consistent theme has been the quest for simplicit
requirement is born out of the natural need to restrict models to the minimum number of vari
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this approach has been to implicitly eliminate all reference to the background within w
physical systems evolve. In the micro-world, such an action cannot be justified without
investigation. We propose to replace the use of mathematical coordinate systems by ‘‘ph
coordinate systems’’ in order to~partially! remedy this problem.
We denote a physical coordinate system at timet by Rp
3(t). This coordinate system is attache
to an observer~including measuring devices! and is envisioned asR3 plus any background effects
either local or distant, which affect the observer’s ability to obtain precise~ideal! experimental
information about physical reality. This in turn affects our observer’s ability to construct pre
~ideal! representations and make precise predictions about physical reality~in the micro-world!.
More specifically, consider the evolution of some micro-system on the intervalE5@a,b#.





Thus, true physical events occur onX where actual experimental information is modified
fluctuations inRp
3(t), and by the interaction of the micro-system with the measuring equipm
Based on the success of our models, we know that such small changes are in the noise reg
they have no effect on our predictions for macro-systems. However, there is no~physical! reason
to believe that the effects will be small on micro-systems.
In terms of our theoretical representations, we are forced to model the evolution of ph
systems in terms of wave functions, amplitudes, and/or operator-valued distributions, etc.
are thus two spaces, the physical space of evolution for the micro-system and the observer
of obtainable information concerning this evolution. The lack of distinction between these
spaces seems to be the cause for some of the confusion and lack of physical clarity. For ex
it may be perfectly correct to assume that a particle travels a continuous path onX. However, the
assumption that the observer’s space of obtainable information includes infinitesimal space
knowledge of this path is completely unfounded. This leads to our first postulate:
Postulate 1: Physical reality is a continuous process in time.
We thus take this view, fully recognizing that experiment does not provide continuous i
mation about physical reality, and that there is no reason to believe that our mathematical
sentations contain precise information about the continuous space–time behavior of ph
processes at this level.
Since the advent of the special theory of relativity, there has been much discussion
events, which generally means a point inR4 with the Minkowski metric. In terms of real physics
this is a fiction which is frequently useful for reasons of presentation but so widely used th
avoid confusion, it is appropriate to define what we mean by aphysical event.
Definition 5.1: A physical event is a set of physical changes in a given system that c
verified directly by experiment or indirectly via subsequent changes, where conclusions are
on an a priori agreed-upon model of the physical process.
This definition corresponds more closely to what is meant by physical events. It exp
recognizes the evolution of scientific inference and the need for general agreement about
being observed~based on specific models!.
Before continuing, it will be helpful to have a particular physical picture in mind that ma
the above-presented discussion explicit. For this purpose, we take this picture to be a phot
showing the track left by ap-meson in a bubble chamber~and take seriously the amount o
information available!. In particular, we assume that the following reaction occurs:
p1→m11n.
We further assume that the orientation of our photograph is such that thep-m son enters on
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not appear in the photograph, we also include a track for it. In Fig. 1 we present a simp
picture of this photograph.
We have drawn the photograph as if we continuously see the particles in the picture. Ho
experiment only provides us individual bubbles, which do not necessarily overlap, from whic
must extract physical information. A more accurate~though still not realistic! depiction is given in
Fig. 2.
Let us assume that we have magnified a portion of our photograph to the extent that w
distinguish the individual bubbles created by thep-meson as it passes through the chamber. In F
3, we present a simplified model of adjacent bubbles.
Postulate 2: We assume that the center of each bubble represents the average knowab
of the particle in a symmetric time interval about the center.
By average knowable effect, we mean the average of the physical observables. In Fig
consider the existence of a bubble at timet j to be caused by the average of the physical obse
ables over the time interval@ t j 21 ,t j #, wheret j 215(1/2)@t j 211t j # andt j5(1/2)@t j1t j 11#. This
postulate requires some justification. In general, the resolution of film and the relaxation tim
distinct bubbles in the chamber vapor are limited. This means that if thep-meson creates two
bubbles that are closely spaced in time, the bubbles may coalesce and appear as one. If t
not occur, it is still possible that the film will record the event as one bubble because of its ina
to resolve events is such small time intervals.
Let us now recognize that we are dealing with one photograph so that, in order to obta
available information, we must analyze a large number of photographs of the same re
obtained under similar conditions~pre-prepared states!. It is clear that the number of bubbles an
the time placement of the bubbles will vary~independently of each other! from photograph to
photograph. Letl21 denote the average time for the appearance of a bubble in the film.
Postulate 3: We assume that the number of bubbles in any film is a random variable.
Postulate 4: We assume that, given that n bubbles have appeared on a film, the time po
of the centers of the bubbles are uniformly distributed.
FIG. 1. Ideal picture of the reactionp1→m11n.
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Poisson-distributed random variable with parameterl.
To motivate Postulate 5, recall thatt j is the time center of thej th bubble andl
21 is the
average~experimentally determined! time between bubbles. The following results can be found
Ross.90
Theorem 5.1:The random variablesDt j5t j2t j 21(t05 0) are independent identically dis
tributed random variables of exponential type with meanl21, for 1< j <n.
The arrival timest1 ,t2 ,...,tn are not independent, but their density function can be comp
from
Prob@t1 ,t2 ,...,tn#5Prob@t1#Prob@t2ut1#¯Prob@tnut1 ,t2 ,...,tn21#. ~5.1a!
We now use Theorem 5.1 to conclude that, fork>1,
Prob@tkut1 ,t2 ,...,tk21#5Prob@tkutk21#. ~5.1b!
We do not know this conditional probability. However, the natural assumption is that, given t
bubbles appear, they are equally~uniformly! distributed on the interval. We can now constru
what we call the experimental evolution operator. Assume that the conditions for Theorem 3
satisfied and that the family$t1 ,t2 ,...,tn% represents the time positions of the centers on






E@t j ,s#H~s!ds. ~5.2a!
Here,t05t050, t j5(1/2)@t j1t j 11# ~for 1< j <n!, andE@t j ,s# is the exchange operator define
in Sec. II. The effect of our exchange operatorE@t j ,s# is to concentrate all information containe
in @ t j 21 ,t j # at t j . This is how we implement our postulate that the known physical event o
bubble at timet j is due to an average of physical effects over@ t j 21 ,t j # with information concen-




Dt jF 1Dt j Et j 21
t j
E@t j ,s#H~s!dsG . ~5.2b!
Thus, we indeed have an average as required by Postulate 2. The evolution operator is g
U@t1 ,t2 ,...,tn#5expH (
j 51
n
Dt jF 1Dt j Et j 21
t j
E@t j ,s#H~s!dsG J . ~5.3a!
For FPFD^ , we define the functionU@N(t),0#F by
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The functionU@N(t),0#F is anFD^ -valued random variable, which represents the distribution
the number of bubbles that may appear on our film up to time. In order to relateU@N(t),0#F to
actual experimental results, we must compute its expected value. Using Postulates 3, 4, an
have
Ūl@ t,0#F5E@U@N~ t !,0#F#5 (
n50
`
E$U@N~ t !,0#FuN~ t !5n%Prob@N~ t !5n#, ~5.4a!

















The integral in~5.4a! acts to distribute uniformly the time positionst j over the successive inter
vals @ t,t j 21#, 1< j <n, given thatt j 21 has been determined. This is a natural result given
lack of knowledge.
The integral~5.4a! is of theoretical value but is not easy to compute. Since we are
interested in what happens whenl→`, and as the mean number of bubbles in the film at timt
is lt, we can taket j5( j t /n), 1< j <n ~Dt j5t/n for eachn!. We can now replaceŪn@ t,0#F by






E@t j ,s#H~s!dsJ F. ~5.5b!







We now have the following result, which is a consequence of the fact that Borel summabi
regular.





Ul@ t,0#F5U@ t,0#F. ~5.7!
Sincel→`⇒l21→0, this means that the average time between bubbles is zero~in the limit! so
that we get a continuous path. It should be observed that this continuous path arises from
aging the sum over an infinite number of~discrete! paths. The first term in~5.4b! corresponds to
the path of ap-meson that created no bubbles~i.e., the photograph is blank!. This event has
probability exp$2lt% ~which approaches zero asl→`!. Thenth term corresponds to the path o
a p-meson that createdn bubbles,~with probability @(lt)n/n! #exp$2lt%!, etc. Before deriving a





































E@t j ,u#H~u!duJ F.
Equation~5.9! means that we get both a sum over paths and a probability interpretation fo
formalism. This allows us to give a new definition for path integrals.
Suppose the evolution operatorU@ t,0# has a kernel,K @x(t),t;x(0),0#, such that
~1! K @x(t),t;x(s),s#5*R3K @x(t),t;x(s),s#K @x(s),s;x(0),0#dx(s), and
~2! U@ t,0#F5*R3K @x(t),t;x(0),0#dx(0).










K @x~ t j !,t j ;x~ t j 21!,t j 21# j)
j 51
dlse
dx~ t j 21!F~0!J .
Thus, whenever we can associate a kernel with our evolution operator, the time-ordered v
always provides a well-defined path-integral as a sum over paths. The definition does not~directly!
depend on the space of continuous paths and is independent of a theory of measure on
dimensional spaces. Feynman suggested that the operator calculus was more general, in
with Hibbs91 ~see pp. 355–356!.
VI. THE S-MATRIX
The objective of this section is to provide a formulation of theS-matrix that will allow us to
investigate the sense in which we can believe Dyson’s first conjecture. At the end of his s
paper on the relationship between the Feynman and Schwinger–Tomonaga theories, he e
the difference between the divergent Hamiltonian formalism that one must begin with an
finite S-matrix that results from renormalization. He takes the view that it is a contrast betw
real observer and a fictitious~ideal! observer. The real observer can only determine part
positions with limited accuracy and always gets finite results from his measurements. Dyso
suggests that ‘‘... The ideal observer, however, using non-atomic apparatus whose location i
and time is known with infinite precision, is imagined to be able to disentangle a single field
its interactions with others, and to measure the interaction. In conformity with the Heise
uncertainty principle, it can perhaps be considered a physical consequence of the infinitely
knowledge of~particle! location allowed to the ideal observer, that the value obtained whe
measures~the interaction! is infinite.’’ He goes on to remark that, if his analysis is correct,
problem of divergences is attributable to an idealized concept of measurability.
In order to explore this idea, we work in the interaction representation with obvious nota
Replace the interval@ t,0# by @T,2T#, H(t) by (2 i /\)HI(t), and our experimental evolution































E@t j ,s#HI~s!dsJ F, ~6.2!
and HI(t)5*R3HI(x(t),t)dx(t) is the interaction energy. We follow Dyson for consistency~see
also the discussion!, so thatdmc2 is the mass counter-term designed to cancel the self-en
divergence, and
HI~x~ t !,t !52 ieAm~x~ t !,t !c̄~x~ t !,t !gmc~x~ t !,t !2dmc
2c̄~x~ t !,t !c~x~ t !,t !. ~6.3!











@E@t j ,s#HI~s!2 il\I ^ #dsJ F. ~6.4!
In this form, it is clear that the term2 il\I ^ has a physical interpretation as the absorption
photon energy of amountl\ in each subinterval@ t j ,t j 21# ~cf. Mott and Massey
92!. When we
compute the limit, we get the standardS-matrix ~on @T,2T# !. It follows that we must add an
infinite amount of photon energy to the mathematical description of the experimental pictu~at
each point in time! in order to obtain the standard scattering operator. This is the ultrav
divergence and shows explicitly that the transition from the experimental to the ideal scat
operator requires that we illuminate the particle throughout its entire path. Thus, it appears t
have, indeed, violated the uncertainty relation. This is further supported if we look at the fo
the standardS-matrix:




and note that the differential ds in the exponent implies perfect infinitesimal time knowledge
each point, strongly suggesting that the energy should be totally undetermined. If violation
Heisenberg uncertainty relation is the cause for the ultraviolet divergence then, as it is a va
relation, it will not appear in first order~perturbation! but should show up in all higher-orde
terms. On the other hand, if we eliminate the divergent terms in second order, we would expe
method to prevent them from appearing in any higher order term of the expansion. The fa
this is precisely the case in quantum electrodynamics is a clear verification of Dyson’s conje
If we allow T to become infinite, we once again introduce an infinite amount of energy
the mathematical description of the experimental picture, as this is also equivalent to precis
knowledge~at infinity!. Of course, this is the well-known infrared divergence and can be el
nated by keepingT finite ~see Dahmenet al.93! or introducing a small mass for the photon~see
Feynman,12 p. 769!. If we hold l fixed while lettingT become infinite, the experimentalS-matrix
takes the form:










@ t j 21 ,t j #5~2`,`!, Dt j5l
21.
This form is interesting since it shows how a minimal time eliminates the ultraviolet diverge
Of course, this is not unexpected, and has been known at least since Heisenberg94 introduced his
fundamental length as a way around the divergences. This was a prelude to the various
approximation methods. The review by Lee95 is interesting in this regard.
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It follows that ~in a theoretical sense! we can consider the standardS-matrix expansion to be
exact, when truncated at any order, by adding the last term of Eq.~6.7! to give the remainder. This
result also means that, whenever we can construct an exact nonperturbative solution, it
implies the existence of a perturbative solution valid to any order. However, in general, on
particular cases can we know if the series at somen ~without the remainder! approximates the
solution.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have shown how to construct a natural representation Hilbert spa
Feynman’s time-ordered operator calculus. This space allows us to construct the time-o
integral and evolution operator~propagator! under the weakest known conditions. Using t
theory, we have shown that the perturbation expansion relevant to quantum theory is asymp
the sense of Poincare´. This provides a precise formulation and proof of Dyson’s sec
conjecture16 that, in general, we can only expect the expansion to be asymptotic.
Our investigation into the extent that our continuous models for the micro-world faith
represent the amount of information available from experiment has led to a derivation of the
ordered evolution operator in a more physical way. This approach made it possible to prov
the ultraviolet divergence is caused by a violation of the Heisenberg uncertainty relation a
point in time, thus partially confirming Dyson’s first conjecture.
We used Dyson’s original notation so as to explicitly exhibit the counter-term necessa
eliminate the self-energy divergence that occurs in QED. This divergence is not accounted f
is outside the scope of the current investigation. Thus, within our present framework, we c
say that all the divergences arise from our disregard of some simple physics, and are not th
of deeper problems. Thus, Dyson’s concerns about the mathematical consistency of qu
electrodynamics, and quantum field theory in general, is still an open problem.
Although we are not working in the framework of axiomatic field theory, our approach
make some uneasy since Haag’s theorem suggests that the interaction representation does
~see Streater and Wightman,27 p. 161!. ~Haag’s theorem assumes, among other things, that
equal time commutation relations for the canonical variables of a interacting field are equiva
those of a free field.! In trying to explain this unfortunate result, these authors point out that~see
p. 168! ‘‘... What is even more likely in physically interesting quantum field theories is that e
time commutation relations will make no sense at all; the field might not be an operator u
smeared in time as well as space.’’ The work in Secs. V and VI of this paper strongly sugges
there is no physical basis to assume that we know anything about canonical variables at one
in time ~see postulate 2 and the following paragraph!. Thus, our approach actually confirms th
above-mentioned comments of Streater and Wightman.
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